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THE ANNUAL BICYCLE EXHIBITION AT THE KADISON kinds of repair kits for the riders' use were exhibited. 

SQUARE GARDEN, NEW YORK CITY. For those who travel witb their wheels a great con-
As we go to pre88, the annual cycle exhibition under venience in the shape of the �treat collapsible bicycle 

the auspices of the National Cycle Board of Trade has, crate was shown. This crate is made of wood, with iron 
with milch eclat. come to a close. It opened Janullry joints, to 8hut up into very small compass. It can be 
18 and closed January 25. It would be impos8ible instantly opened to receive a bicycle. Those who have 
for us to attempt to describe all that was there, but had the annoyance of crating their own wheels will 
the task is made easier by the fact that the 1896 bicycle appreciate the convenience that this presents. 
has been built practically upon the lines of the 1895 Numerous cyclometers were shown, and among others 
wheel, and that the novelties shown there have, by an inllovation in the shape of a chronodonometer or 
force of circumstances, become sift.ed down to those combined chronometer and cyclometer worked like a 
presenting real points of merit, so that they are more stop watch. The rider, without leaving his saddle, 
interesting and fewer in number than hitherto, the age can start a special distance hand simultaneomly with 
of so·called .. freaks" in bicycles having, apparently, a time hand and can stop them again, thus enabling 
passed. him to obtain for himself a record with chronometrical 

Wheels for a number of riders are shown in the accuraey of his time for a mile or for any desired frac· 
Fowler and in the Stearns exhibit!', both exhibits show- tion thereof. ']'his instrument is self-winding and 
ing sextuplet wheels for carrying six riders at once. forms one of the important advances to be noticed. 
The Fowler .. sextet " is 13 feet long with 125 inches Carrier cycles were shown in considerable variet.y 
wheel base; weighs 137� pounds and is geared to 153 and were fitted with pneumatic tires, being a distinct 
inches. There are four front fork side!'. two on each advance of the London carrier cycle, so exten!'ively 
side of the front wheel. This and the Stearns st'Xtuplet used by tradesmen in that city. One type, termed 
attracted mueh attention. The chains of the Stearns sometimes a jinriksha, was provided with seats for 
sextuplet are graduated in size from front to rear in two passengers. This vehicle may yet obtain fame in 
accordance with the stress that they have to receive, Japan as well as here. 
the powers of the six riders being, of course, exerted Continuously ringing bells for attachment to the hub 
�imultaneously on the last chain. of a wheel were shown. Perhaps the most sttiking 

The frames, in general, are practically of the same novelty in bells was tne Bridgeport handle bar tJE,ll, 
construction as those of the past year. being almost which has already been shown in our columns. In it the 
universally of the diamond Humber type. Tubes of metal cap at the end of the handle forms the bell, so 
D-shaped cross section are used in the Singer wheel!;, that it is practically invisible, or rather indiscernible 
which are of English construction, these having for by the ordinary observer. 
the rear forks tubes of this section. It is not easy to The weights of wheels are but slightly increased in 
see that much is gained thereby, although, of course. the majority of cases. Some wheels use 1� inch tub· 
it is conducive to narrowness of tread. ing in place of the 1% inch uSEd la8t year. Tires in some 

The Wolff" Sociable" is a wheel that attracted con- cases are made slightly heavier. But to one who has 
siderable attention. It is a tricycle, adapted for two grown fond of the American wheel, it is a real pleasure 
riders, seated side by side. This company and the to find that the menace of heavier construction. which 
Columbia Company show wheels adapted for army was taken as impending over the season of 1896, has 
use. The" Sociable" is shown carrying a Maxim gun, passed harmlessly away, and we still can ride wheels 
the Columbia is shown with a Colt rapid firing gun. ten to fift.een pounds lighter than those which obtain 
An army tandem is also shown by the Columbia Com- favor abroad. 
pany, carrying two gun!', a signal Hag, and a complete ------.... _.-4 ..... ' .... -------

outfit for two soldiers. Military men are now realiz- THE FEBRUARY SKY. 

ing that the bic} cle will have its place in war. mili- BY GARRIJ:TT P. 8ERVI8S. 
tary science pressing into its service everything avail- Jupiter nowreigns supreme in the starry heavem. Ris
able. ing late in the afternoon at the beginning of February, 

Another exhibit attracting considerable attention is by 8 or 9 o'clock in the evening the great planet is in an 
the so-called .. Upright" wheel, a rear-driven safety admirable pmlition for observation. He is still in Can
with small front wheel and with handlp bars carried cer, forming a neat little triangle with the stars 0 a.nd 
around behind the rider, leaving the front unobstruct- y. Just east of him �dimmers the" Beehive " clul'ter. 
ed. The mounting is done from the front, and the po- He is moving slowly westward, and in the course of 
sition the rider assumes is perfectly upright, the handles the month will travel about three degrees toward the 
coming on a line with his sides. The frame, approxi- border of Gemini. At the cl08e of February he will 
mating to the triangular shape, is very strong, and it be some three degrees east of north from the remark
is claimed that the bicycle can be made of exceedingly able triple star � Cancri, whose nearer components, 
light weight. This is a concession to what might be being about one second of arc apart, form a conve
termed the rational rider, one who destres to sit up- nient test for telescopes of moderate power. The more 
right. The Owen bicycle has a somewhat similar frame distant component is about 5� seconds from the prin
of triangular outline, the saddle being at the apex. cipal stars. 
Thi!l is mounted in the usual manner. The Hardy Those who do not possess telescopes should not fail 
spring frame bicycle is an appeal to the constituency to try their opera glasses or field glasses upon Jupiter. 
of riders who desire comfort. It is provided with a With a strong glass of this description all of his four 
spring frame by whieh all jar is taken from the rider, principal satellites can be distinguished when they are 
and in its construction the following feature is carried well situated for observation. On February 3, tor in-

. out: The three essential distances, those between the stance,'about twenty minutes before midnight, Eastern 
handle bars, the saddle and the crank bracket, are ab- standard time, three of the satellites will appear strung 
solutely invariable, so that. the rider OIi a rough road out on the west of the planet, while the fourth will be 
may be rising aud falling with the spring, but the seen on t.he east. A similar, but even more favorable, 
three critical distances never change. arraDgement of the satellites will occur at the same 

Another feature in the construction of bicycles is hour ou the 17th. On the 24th, same hour. they will 
shown by the Diebel center bearing used in the Fair- be quite symmetrically arranged, two on the we!'t and 
mount cycle. This is a bearing for the cranl. shaft, two on the east. I have several times deriyed much 
which bearing is made to contain only a single row of satisfaction from the pleased surprise expressed by per
balls. the necessary strength being given to it by mak- sons who, having no expectation of visiting an obser
ing the diameter of the circle of balls large enough to vatory, had not dreamed that they should ever see 
insure a proper leverage; in this way a wheel is con- the moons of .Jupiter with as slight an aid as that 
structed with but, three inches width of tread. of an opera glass. 

Several electric lamps are shown; one is equipped Venus and Mars are together in Sagittarius at the 
with a storage battery and there is supplied with it a beginning of the month, rising some two hours ahead 
dynamo to be run by water power to be taken from of the sun. Both are moving eastward, but Venus 
a house faucet. This will enable one to recharge his much more rapidly than the other, so that on the 9th 
own battery. Some primary battery lalllps are shown. she will pass Mars at a distance not much exceeding a 

The majority of wheels are fitted with wooden rims, degree and a half, Venus being on the north. By the 
but the Eagle Company show their wheels fitted end of the month she will have entered Capricorn, 
with aluminum rims of their own manufacture and of Mars remaining in Sagittarius. Those who take the 
improved section, de!ligned to make them stronger trouble to rise early enough to spe these planets in the 
and more ri!!id than hitherto. One of the features of morning sky will also behold the glorious spectacle of 
their exhibit was a wheel with unbrazed joints to be the Milky Way, which is nowhere more brilliant than 
taken apart, in order to show the uninitiated the pre- in the region where Venus and Mars are now crm'sing 
cisI' construction of the bicycle frame. As another in- it. Photographs and telescopic views show that the 
novatiou in wood, numerous example!'! of wooden galaxy in this neighborhood is composed of a wonder
handle bars appeared. and a bicycle was shown with fully intricate intermixture of star clusters, star fields, 
wooden frame pieces in place of tubes. star clouds and nebulre. 

Another very interesting exhibit was Jakobson's Saturn is in I,ibra. rising on the 1st of February soon 
tandem attachment. By means of this attachment, after 1 A. M. and on the 29th about two hours earlier. 
the front whepl being removed from one bicycle, it The north pole of the planet now leans to'-.l.rd the 
can be fastened to another so as to produce a !'eally earth, and the rings are widely opened. Splendid dis
practical three-wheeled tandem. coveries concerning this planet should mark the clos· 

The repair of bicycle tires was exemplified in a num- ing years of the nineteenth century, for Saturn has 
ber of ways, including vulcanizing a.pparatus for the just begun to receive the attention it deserves in some 
more permanent repairing. apparatus both of the elec- I of the great observatories. 

Ian questloll.-The teaturee of tbe country aDd of lite theteI1l.-
Ita naturahoellerl, rlyel'l! I!.lld raplda.-a IlIuatratIOlll .............. MItt tricaJ. a.nd steam variety heing shown, while va.rious Ura.nus is a.lso in Libra, about five degrees east of 
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Saturn, and Neptune is in Taurm', but, of COU1'Se, in
vl�ible to the naked eye. 

Mercury, having been in good position for observa
tiou as an evening star in the latter part of January, 
passes between the sun and the earth on February 
8, and at the end of the month may be seen an hour 
before sunrise in the morning s ky. 

February opens, as January did, with a waning 
moon. She passes last quarter on February 5 and 
becomes new moon on the 18th. First quarter is 
reached on the 21st in Taurus and the full phase on 
the 28th in Leo. 

The lunar conjul!ctions with the planets occur in the 
following order: 

Saturn, February 6; Uranus, February 6: Mars, 
February 10; Venus, February 10; Mercury, Febl'uary 
12: Neptun!', February 22; Jupiter, February 25. 

On February 18, the South Pole, which is now en
joying its long summer day, will be shadowed by an 
annular eclipse of the sun, but the eclip8e will not be 
visible anywhere in the northern hemisphere. A par
tial eclipse of the moon on February 28 will be seen in 
Europ!', but not in til's country. 

The starry heallens are never more splendid than in 
the month of February. A t  9 o'clock in the evening, at 
the middle of the month, the unrivaled Siriu� the 
Nile star of ancient Egypt, will be seen blazing high 
on the meridian, with Orion glittering toward the 
west and Gemini in midheaven . The jeweled arch 
of the Zodiac, springing from the western horizon, 
will brighten as it rises from Pisces, touching the hills 
with its stars, through Aries and Tauru!', to the Twins 
shining near the zenith, while its downward sweep to 
the east will include Cancer, Leo and a part of Virgo. 
Crossing the middle of this magnificent belt of'constel
lations, nearly at right angles, and touching the hori
zon north and south, will appear the starry laces of 
tht' Milky Way, encircling the sky with a band of ce
lestial light. It is when wonder-opened eyes are lifted 
to such scenes as this that astronomers are born. 

• .  e I .  
ObUnary Notices. 

Jr>hn Allston Wilson, a well known civil engineer, 
died January 19, in West Philadelphia, at the age of 
59 years. In th e years 1857 and 1858 he served as 
topographer on the surveys made in Central America 
for the Honduras Interoceanic Railway. He entered 
the service of the Pennsylvania Railroad Company 
in 1861 and for a number of years was the chief engi
neer of that company. He was also connected since 
this time with many railroadf'. 

Mntthew B. Brady, the celebrated photographer, died 
in :New York City, January 15. He was born in War
ren County, N. Y., in 1828, and when a young man 
came to New York and opened a studio. In 1851 he 
entered his work in the exhibition in London and 
took first prize. His reputation grew until hil! photo
graphs were known all over Europe. Duriug the civil 
war. Mr. Brady placed a corps of artists in the field 
and obtained a famous collection 01 war studies, at an 
expense of more than $100,000; In the work of collect
ing more than 30,000 of these photographic plates Mr. 
Brady spent the greater part of his fortune, with th!' 
expectation that his collection would be purchased by 
the government; they did not, however, take all of 
them. For years after the war he maintained a studio 
in W ashin�ton and pb'ltographed the most celebrated 
men of the country. Mr. Brady lost most of his pro
perty and became nearly blind a few years ago. 

Charles William Hewison died January 20. He was 
born in 1830 and early showed'great inventive and con
structive powers. In 1849 he acted as chief engineer 
on one of the Pacific Mail Line steamers. Shortly be
fore the war broke out he met John Ericsson, the in
ventor of the Monitor. He made the principal engines 
of the Monitor and was chief engineer oC one of the 
armored ships which went south at the beginning of 
the war. He had a large foundry and shop on the 
west side of New York, and it was there that he made 
the first phonograph for Thomas A. Edison. He was 
intimately associated with Captain Ericsson and con
structed many models for him. 

••••• 

SOLDERS FOR GLASS -Mr. Charles Margot finds that 
an alloy composed of ninety-five parts of tin and five 
of zinc melts at 200 degrees, and becomes firmly adher
ent to glas!', and, moreover, is unalterable, and pos
sesses a beautiful metallic luster; and further, that an 
alloy composed of ninety part!! of tin and ten of 
aluminum melts at 390 degrees, became strongly sold
ered tOglM8, and i'l possessed of a verY!ltable bril
liancy. With these two alloys it is possible, Rays the 
Pottery Gazette, to solder glass as easy as it is to solder 
two pieces of metaL It is possible to operate in two 
different manners. The two pieces of glass to be sold
ered can either be heated in a furnace and their sur
faces be rubbed with a rod of the solder. when tht' 
alloy as it flows can be evenly distributpd with a tam
pon of paper 01' a strip of �luminum, or an ordinary 
soldering iron can be used for melting the solder. In 
either case it only remains to unite the two pieces of 
glass and press thf'!D strongly 8.Ilainst each other, a.nd 
allow them to cool slowly_ 

BxeaT.tlona In (lJprna, 

The truBtees of the British Museum, following up 
their excavations at Awathus in 1894, chose for thei.r 
field of operation in 1895 the �ite of Curium, which 
General Cesnola's di8coverielil made famous a numbt'r 
of years ago. It was known that he had left certain 
spots untouched. These have now bt'en explored un
der the direction of a Museum official, Mr. H. B. 
WaIters. The results are exhibited temporarily in the 
European Saloon of the British Mus('um. 

The ancient town of Curium was built on the sum
mit of a rocky elevation sume 300 feet above the sea, 
and was almost inaceessible on three sides. The rock 
is of calcareous sandstone, and has been cut on the 
east and south sides into a perpendicular face. The 
whole extent of this elevation is covered with the de
bris of buildings. 

The tomb area is very extensive. Beginning with 
the rock-cut tombs, many hundreds of which are seen 
in the south wall of the Acropoli�, long ago explored 
and emptit'd, tombs of all periods are found over the 
low-lying ground extt'nding about half a mile south of 
the Acropolis, and in less numbers on the a.djoining 
hill slopes. 

But the special feature of the recent excavations 
was the discovery of a necropolis dating from what is 
called the Mycenrean period, and thus appart'ntly con
firming the statement of Strabo that Curium had 
originally been founded

' 
by a colony from Argos. It 

would seem that this cemet!'ry, which lies on the side 
of a low hill to the east of the village of EpiscopJ, rep
resents the site of the original Argive or Mycenrean 
foundation, and that the city had been transferred to 
the site now known as the Acropolis toward the end 
of the sixth century B.C., that being the date of the 
earliest tom bs there. 

In the Mycenrean tombs, along with pottery of the 
kind usually known by that name, was found a con
siderable quantity of rude and primitive pottery of 
local make, such as is found in Cypriott' tombs of the 
pre-Phcanician period. These vases are hand-made, 
and decorated either with patterns in white or in relief 
on a dark ground, or with !>imple black patterns on a 
creamy ground. The Mycenrean vases are mostly of 
a character familiar from Dr. Schliemann's discoveries; 
but among them are also some specimens of remark
able rarity, in particular two large vases which belong 
to a class previomly known only by four examples, 
found on pre-Phcanician sites in Cyprus and a fragment 
at N auplia, in Greece. The method of decoration is 
purely Mycenrean, and the clay is probably of an iin
ported kind; but the style of the figures is decidedly 
rune and betrays local influence. On both vas!'s we 
have human figures in two-hor�e chariots, painted in 
black on a bright buff ground, and on one is a series 
of female figurt's in pan!'ls divided by borders-a 
style of decoration hitherto unknown. The field of 
each vase is covered with ornaments characteristic of 
this period 

Of vases of the Ialysos type we have a tall, elegant, 
two-handled cup, painted with cut tie fish, and a fun
nel-shaped vase decorated with murex shells. Another 
very remarkable and almost unique vase is of a shape 
known as pseudamphora, the mouth being covered up 
and a spout in the side used instead; this vase is dec
orated with an octopus on either side. In one tomb 
was found, along with two or three Mycenrean vases 
of the ordinary type, a sard scarab with Egyptian 
hieroglyphics, which has been pronounced by com
petent authorities to bear the name of Kbonsu, a deity 
that was not introduced into Egypt until the twenty
sixth dynasty (666-527 B. C.);. moreover, neither the 
shape nor the material of the gem is such as weare ac
customed to associate with an earlier date than the 
seventh century B. C. 

In another tomb a Phcanician cylinder was found 
with a design of a late conventionalized character, 
which cannot be dated t'arlier than 600 B. C., and with 
it were some gold ornaments of a common Mycenrean 
type. But incomparably the most important object in 
these finds if! a small steatite scaraboid, on which is an 
intaglio design of a bull lying down. The work is very 
admirable, th!' drawing most masterly, recalling the 
famous Vaphio gold cups in the museum at Athens. 
From the shape of the stone and the technical skill 
employed it is evident that this gem must belong to a 
very advanced pEc'riod of Mycenrean art, possibly as late 
as 700 B. C Other g!'ms which may be mentioned 
are a. scarab of Thothmes lIT, found in a tomb of 
recent date; a scaraboid with an ib!'x, and an archaic 
scaraboid gem st't in a silver ring, representing Heracles 
running. In the later or sixth century Curium, one 
particular site proved to be rich in gold ornament!'. 
It seems very probable that Cesnola's treasure was 
originally gathered for th!' most part on thi!' site, and 
this opilJion has been shart'd by other explorerf! sub
sequent to his time. Besides sundry finger rings, ear
rings, and similar ornaments, a fine pair of bronze 
bracelets plated with gold, ending in rams' h('ad�, 
should be mentioned; also a gold chain necklace of 
very delicate workmanship. The only bronze object 
that calls for special m!'ntion was an archaic Greek 
statuette of a female figure, dating from the 8uth cen-
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tury; it bad formed P8l't of an elaborate lamp Rtand. 
Among tht' vases found in tht' later tombs is a large 
hydria (pitcher) of black glazed ware, on which figures 
are painted in thick white, with detaiL:. marked in yel
low. Many vases with similar decoration, but of in
ferior execution, have been found in Southern Italy, 
and are suppost'd to have been made at Tarentum, 
but probably this vase may be claimed as of genuine 
Greek manufacture. 

On the site of what appears to have been a temple 
to Demeter and Core was found a Greek inscription 
which has the peculiar interest of being written first 
ill the ordinary Greek letters and next in the Cypriote 
!>yllabary or local alphabet, in which each sign repre
sents not a single letter, but a syllable, e. g., the first 
word ,I1r,Jl11rpZ is written da-ma-ti-ri, each two letters 
being represented by one character. 

For the coming season it has been decided by tht' 
authorities of the Museum to try a new site, where it 
is hoped that further evidence may be obtained bear
ing on the early history of Cyprus.-The Architect 
and Contract Reporter. 

ProC. Roentgen'. DI.covery_ 

Full reports of Prof. Roentgen's discovery have not 
yet reached us, and the accounts so far recei ved do not 
greatly clarify the atmosphere surrounding his dis
covery. The effects are said to have been produced 
by Crookes tubes a!l the source of light or of ethereal 
disturbance. The active cause, whatever it is, it is 
said, Wll8 incapable of refraction, at least by an ordi
nary photographic lens. The discovery ill described 
as having- been made by accident. Prof. Roentgen 
was experimenting with a Crookes tube covered with 
cloth. Some sensitized paper lay near it, and the 
pap!!'r showed next day some stll6aks of coloration. 
This appearing mysterious, Prof . Roentgen repeated 
what he had done and traced the cause to the tube, 
and so went on to prove that he could get actinic ef
fects from an active Crookes tube through a screen, 
generally made of organic matter, and one quite 
opaque to light, although one account says that the 
effect can be produced through a plate of aluminum 
over half an inch thick. Another statement is to 
the effect that the rays are not undulatory, but move 
forward in straight line!'. 

This statement suggests an attempt to draw an 
analogy between what goes on in!lide a Crookes tube 
with the molecules of extremely rarefied air therein 
and what is supposed to go on in the space between 
the tube and tbe sensitized surface. Nine examples of 
the photograpbs are said to be in Vienna, sent there 
from Wurzburg. The Crookes tube, it appears, is 
placed behind the object to be experimented with, 
and the photography thus appears as shadow photo· 
graphy, or a species of printing similar to contact 
printin�. It appears probable that the discovery is 
one of theoretical importance in phyt<ics, but probably 
of no practical value as yet in photography. 

It is also to be remarked that there may be less of 
novelty in the experiments than is generally supposed. 
It is not going too far to say that even the old time 
breath images produced by a coin lying on a mirror 
are recalled to the mind by the descriptions r!'ceived. 
Then the electric images produced by an electric dis
charge through a coin and impinging upon a photo
graphic plate, SanIord's experiment, have bet'n cited. 
It has even been suggested that some analogy with 
Hertz's experiments may exist. He passed radiant 
energy due to long ether waves through pitch and 
other bodies quite opaque to short ether waves, such 
as produce light. There is no novelty in passing ether 
waves through an opaque organic screen; the diffi
culty is in getting any actinic effect out of such waves. 
It is conceivable that their period might be shortened, 
and this has been suggested as a possible explanation 
of the achievemt'nt. 

. 1. t • 
Cros .. eyed Headlight •• 

The New York, New Haven and Hartford Railway 
has just introduced what might be called a "cross
eyed" headlight on their Air Line Flier. This is the 
invention of CoL N. H. Heft. The single headlight, 
ordinarily used shines directly ahead when the loco
motive is turning a curve. The field or whatev!'r is 
alongside of the track is illuminated, but the rails 
ahead are for the moment in perfect darkness. In the 
new system two headlights are used. They are set pre
cisely as the eyes are set in a cross-eyed person. They 
are so arranged that each will throw light acrO!'8 the 
other's rays. With the two lights so set it makes no 
difference which way the curve turns, as one or the 
other of the headlights illuminates the pathway. 
These new headlights have be!'n such a success that 
they will be supplied as soon as possible to all through 
fast night trains. 

Fisheriea Exh1bltlon at Klel. 

An estimate will be submitted to Congress for 
$20,000 to enable the War Department to make a river 
and harbor exhibit, and al�o the Fish Commission to 
make an exhibit, at the International Fi!lheries Ex
hibition, to be held at Kie� Germany, nt'xt February_ 
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